
Grants Application 

Application Details
Fund Holehird Trust Fund 20/21 

(Groups)
Application no 22744

Project cost £1,134.00 Amount requested £1,134.00
Amount 
recommended

£1,134.00 Grants Officer Ellen Clements

Applicant Details
Organisation Firbank Church Hall Committee
Post Town SEDBERGH District South Lakeland

Grant Priority 5 Index of Multiple 
Deprivation

36

Aims of the group To administer and maintain Firbank Church Hall (owned by C of E) in lieu of rent, for the 
general benefit of the whole community.  The Church Hall provides a social hub for the parish 
of Firbank and surrounding area. It is used for Parish Council meetings, social events, a  
polling station, and local groups such as W.I.  It has also been formally designated as a short-
term Place of Safety by the Cumbria Resilience Emergency Plan.

Previous Funding Details
No. of grant 
applications

1 No. of approved 
grants

0 Total Amount 
Awarded

£0.00

Project Details
Project title Running costs
What would you 
like to do with 
your grant?

The Covid-19 pandemic has prevented any use of the ‘Hall’ during 2020. The Hall Committee 
relies upon income from user-groups and social events, and grants, to pay the standing 
expenses (heating, lighting, insurance, water testing etc) and to pursue a policy of constantly 
maintaining and upgrading the physical structure and the internal environment and facilities.  
Examples of investment into the Hall  over the last two years include a new range cooker, a 
new external storage facility for tables and chairs, the felling of trees and the laying of asphalt 
planeings in the car park,and a housing for a defibrillator (donated by Sedbergh First 
Responders). 
During 2018 and 2019  the  Committee raised £1850 and £2240 respectively through user 
charges and its own fund-raising efforts. Deprived of any such income this year, the 
Committee is having to meet the standing expenses from the reserves it has built up. 
Moreover, because of the strong possibility of restrictions associated with the Covid-19 
pandemic continuing  into 2021, the Committee has adopted  the prudent policy of holding on 
to some of its cash reserves to cover standing expenses for next year if necessary. The 
implication of this the potential postponement of some planned improvements.
This grant would be used to reimburse the cash reserves for the standing expenses of the 
Church Hall for 2020, and  into 2021 if necessary, and to protect the reserves for 
contingencies.

Explain how the 
people or 
community 
accessing your 
services are 
disadvantaged and 
tell us about the 
issues they face

Firbank is a very rural parish. There is no village, just a scattering of stand-alone dwellings and 
farms. The Church Hall, which is situated in the centre of the parish, is very important as a 
community asset as it is the only physical hub for the people of the parish to gather and 
congregate.  
The Church Hall was built in 1860 as a school for the children of the parish and surrounding 
area. It is a Victorian single room hall with (twentieth century) kitchen and lavatory attached. 
It is surrounded by a small loosely gravelled area which would have been the school 
playground but is now used as a car park for users and for social events in the summer. Apart 
from the kitchen and lavatory, the hall is largely unchanged over the last 160 years, and so 
requires maintenance, upgrading and new/improved facilities on a continuous basis.

Outline the This grant would  assist  the Hall Committee in meeting its contractual obligations with the 



benefits and 
outcomes that you 
expect to achieve 
as a result of the 
funding

Church of England to maintain and upgrade the building and its facilities. This in turn would 
preserve the Church Hall as the asset for, and focal point of, the community which it has 
become.It would also retain some cash reserves for contingencies and necessary works if 
required.
Once the restrictions necessitated by the Covid-19 pandemic have been lifted, the local 
community will be able to resume full usage of the Church Hall.

Living Wage  
No of beneficiaries 200 No of volunteers 3

Expenditure
Operational costs: £1,134.00
Heating and lighting 2020                      = £444
Insurance 2020                                         = £376
Water testing (SLDC) 2020/1                 = £314

 

Income
Amount of funding 
raised so far

£0.00

Applying 
Elsewhere

No

Assessment
Assessor’s 
comments 

Application from a community building which is located near Sedbergh. Ran by volunteers for 
the community.  They have renewed the cooker, microwave, and fridge.  They provide events 
such as BBQ, and Italian evening.
Firbank Church Hall Committee have applied for a grant of £1,134 to cover the hall’s running 
costs, this includes utilities and insurance. The group have seen a huge drop in income in 2020 
as the hall cannot be used by local community groups for functions and meetings. 

Helping the group maintain its premises will allow them to support the local community and 
provide a hub in this rural area, where there are no other similar premises.
Firbank Church Hall has lost income through the year, approximately £2k based on previous 
year’s figures.  Its running costs such as utilities and insurance have not fallen. These are 
estimated at £1134. 

The group have clearly suffered as a result of the pandemic due to loss of income and 
increased running costs. They operate in an area of significant disadvantage due to its rurality 
and provide essential support in the community and are vulnerable due to limited reserves.
Recommend support to help keep the venue open


